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ABSTRACT
Nucleotide bases are recognized by amino acid resi-
dues in a variety of DNA/RNA binding and nucleotide
binding proteins. In this study, a total of 446 crys-
tal structures of nucleotide–protein complexes are
analyzed manually and pseudo pairs together with
single and bifurcated hydrogen bonds observed
between bases and amino acids are classified and
annotated. Only 5 of the 20 usual amino acid resi-
dues, Asn, Gln, Asp, Glu and Arg, are able to orient
in a coplanar fashion in order to form pseudo pairs
with nucleotide bases through two hydrogen bonds.
The peptide backbone can also form pseudo pairs
with nucleotide bases and presents a strong bias for
binding to the adenine base. The Watson–Crick side
of the nucleotide bases is the major interaction edge
participating in such pseudo pairs. Pseudo pairs be-
tween the Watson–Crick edge of guanine and Asp
are frequently observed. The Hoogsteen edge of the
purine bases is a good discriminatory element in
recognition of nucleotide bases by protein side
chains through the pseudo pairing: the Hoogsteen
edge of adenine is recognized by various amino
acids while the Hoogsteen edge of guanine is only
recognized by Arg. The sugar edge is rarely recogn-
ized by either the side-chain or peptide backbone of
amino acid residues.
INTRODUCTION
During almost all biological processes, various proteins
recognize nucleic acid molecules. Some of them make
tight complexes with DNA [e.g. histone proteins in nucleo-
some core particles (1)] and RNA [e.g. protein components
in ribosomes (2) and many other ribonucleoproteins (RNPs)
(3)], and some bind dynamically and reversibly to nucleic
acids [e.g. polymerases (4,5), helicases (6), nucleases (7),
transcription factors (8) and aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases
(9)]. Proteins such as kinases, G-proteins, motor proteins
and chaperones need nucleotides to exhibit their catalytic
activities (10,11).
The understanding of the general principles governing
nucleic acid recognition by these proteins is therefore
necessary to enhance our knowledge of the complex rec-
ognition mechanisms underlying all those biological pro-
cesses. A number of statistical and structural analyses
of DNA–protein (12–20) and RNA–protein complexes
(20–24) have been performed to determine such recogni-
tion principles. Essentially, basic amino acid residues, Arg
and Lys, contribute importantly to binding afﬁnity by
recognizing negatively charged phosphate backbone of nu-
cleic acids through electrostatic interactions. In addition,
various interactions including hydrogen bonds (both direct
and water-mediated), C–H...O contacts, van der Waals
and cation–p interactions increase afﬁnity and speciﬁcity
in the recognition process. But, each of these interactions
separately cannot contribute to sequence-speciﬁc recogni-
tion because of its geometrical latitude. As Seeman et al.
(25) proposed in 1976, the use of two hydrogen bonding
interactions in the same functional group ﬁxes the position
of the two bonds relative to each other and allows one-
to-one base-amino acid pairings, such as A-Asn, A-Gln
and G-Arg in the major groove (the Hoogsteen edge) of
nucleotide bases. Such interactions, called pseudo pairs
hereafter, were later found in crystal structures of DNA–
protein complexes (15,18). A computational approach taken
by Cheng et al. (26) found 32 possible pairs (13 pseudo pairs,
19 bifurcated hydrogen bonds where an O, OH or NH2
group is shared with two acceptor or donor atoms). Of
those 32 pairs, 17 (eight pseudo pairs, nine bifurcated
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protein complexes (26).
Here, we have analyzed high-resolution crystal struc-
tures of nucleotide–protein complexes in the Protein
Data Bank (PDB; http://www.rcsb.org/pdb) to update the
knowledge of the pseudo pairs composed of two hydrogen
bonds, both direct and water-mediated. Other interactions
such as electrostatic, C–H...O contacts, van der Waals,
cation–p and stacking interactions are not considered in
this study. For the analysis, we focused on nucleotide–
protein complexes over DNA/RNA–protein complexes
for two reasons. First, a single nucleotide molecule can
bind deeply inside the binding pocket of its target
protein and, secondly, the base moiety is free from any
other base pairing and can be used for pseudo pairing or
hydrogen bonding with amino acid residues at its three
interaction edges (Watson–Crick, Hoogsteen, Sugar-
edge). In our previous works, RNA base pairs, RNA–
ligand base pairs and pseudo pairs were classiﬁed by the
base edges participating in the interactions (27–30). In this
study, a similar classiﬁcation is applied to base-amino acid
pseudo pairs. We also show pseudo pairs from bases to
the peptide backbone with two hydrogen-bonding donor
(N–H) and acceptor (C=O) groups. These data may be
useful not only for our understanding of the molecular
recognition in DNA/RNA binding and nucleotide binding
proteins but also for peptide and protein engineering.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Crystal structures of nucleotide–protein complexes were
extracted from the PDB (1 March 2011 release). Since
the PDB contains many identical protein structures ob-
tained in different crystallization conditions or those with
amino acid mutations, proteins with >30% sequence iden-
tity were removed from our data set to minimize redun-
dancy. In this study, a total of 446 structures with
resolution better than 2.0A ˚ , which is 38.6% of structures
with resolution better than 3.5A ˚ , were analyzed manually
by using a molecular graphic system PyMOL (31)
(Supplementary Tables S1–S6). Since crystal structures do
not have hydrogen atoms and may contain errors (not
only in atomic coordinates and thus on deduced bond
distances and angles but also in the choice of amino acid
side-chain rotamers), we carefully observed crystal struc-
tures one-by-one by eye and picked up hydrogen bonds
with a maximum distance of 3.4A ˚ . The interactions
observed between nucleotide bases and amino acids are
categorized by hydrogen-bonding patterns, (i) the pseudo
p a i ri nw h i c ha na m i n oa c i ds i d e - c h a i no r i e n t si nac o p l a n a r
fashion and makes at least two hydrogen bonds to a nu-
cleotide base, (ii) the pseudo pair in which peptide back-
bone atoms of single or multiple residues form at least two
parallel hydrogen bonds to a base, (iii) the pseudo pair
where an amino acid residue uses both its side- and
main-chains to make at least two hydrogen bonds with a
parallel arrangement to a base and (iv) the single or bi-
furcated hydrogen bond. The pseudo pairs corresponding
to interactions (i), (ii) and (iii) are shown in Figures 1–4.
The single and bifurcated hydrogen bonds corresponding
to interaction (iv) are shown in Supplementary Figures S1
and S2. The numbers of crystal structures at 2-A ˚ reso-
lution containing each of the ﬁve bases vary between
63% (A) and 6% (C) (Table 1). There is therefore an
overrepresentation of adenine complexes. The number
and frequency of each type of pseudo pair and hydrogen
bond observed in the present study are summarized in
Table 2. The limitation in the number of experimental
data sets renders comparisons of hydrogen bonding
frequencies between bases difﬁcult. The adenine binding
and guanine binding motifs composed of multiple inter-
actions are shown in Figure 5. Molecular drawings were
made using PyMOL (31).
RESULTS
Pseudo pairs and hydrogen bonds
In the present study, all pseudo pairs and hydrogen bonds
between nucleotides and amino acids were grouped ac-
cording to the interaction edges of the bases involved in
the pairing (Watson–Crick, Hoogsteen or Sugar-edge) as
previously done for other ligands (30). Matrices of pseudo
pairs and hydrogen bonds are shown in Figures 1–4 and
Supplementary Figures S1 and S2. In Figures 1, 3 and 4,
pseudo pairs uniquely classiﬁed in this study are boxed by
red lines, while those computed by Cheng et al. (26) but
not observed in this study are boxed by blue lines and
those observed both by Cheng et al. (26) and us are not
boxed. In each panel of the Figures, the nucleotide base,
colored in yellow, appears to the left, oriented so that its
Watson–Crick edge faces to the right. Amino acid residues
are colored in green in these Figures. Each pseudo pair
Table 1. The number of crystal structures of nucleotide–protein
complexes in PDB
Bases Nucleotides
(Code in PDB)
No. of structures in PDB
  3.5A ˚   2.0A ˚ (%)
Adenine Total 739 281 (38.0)
ATP 238 84 (35.3)
ADP 343 122 (35.6)
AMP 158 75 (47.5)
Guanine Total 174 57 (32.8)
GTP 80 16 (20.0)
GDP 87 38 (43.7)
GMP 7 3 (42.9)
Uracil Total 96 46 (47.9)
UTP 16 7 (43.8)
UDP 65 31 (47.7)
UMP 15 8 (53.3)
Thymine Total 82 37 (45.1)
dTTP (TTP) 45 11 (24.4)
dTDP (TYD) 16 11 (68.8)
dTMP (TMP) 21 15 (71.4)
Cytosine Total 63 25 (39.7)
CTP 27 8 (29.6)
CDP 14 7 (50.0)
CMP (C5P) 22 10 (45.5)
Total 1154 446 (38.6)
Our data set used in this study contains a total of 446 crystal structures
with resolution better than 2.0A ˚ .
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Bases (No. of
interactions)
Interaction edges
(No. of interactions)
Amino
acids
Pseudo pair Hydrogen bond
Number Frequency
(%)
Number Frequency
(%)
Adenine (266) Watson–Crick (181) Asn 10 (6 WM) 3.8 (2.3) 4 1.5
Gln 2 0.8 4 1.5
Asp 7 (6 WM, 1 Asp/PB) 2.6 (2.3, 0.4) 10 3.8
Glu 1 0.4 3 1.1
Ser 1 (1 Ser/PB) 0.4 (0.4) 6 2.3
Thr – – 4 1.5
Thy – – 4 1.5
PB 108 (6 WM) 40.6 (2.3) 17 6.4
Hoogsteen (84) Asn 8 3.0 3 1.1
Gln 8 3.0 5 1.9
Asp 1 (1 WM) 0.4 (0.4) – –
Glu 1 (1 WM) 0.4 (0.4) 19 7.1
His – – 2 0.8
Ser – – 1 0.4
Thr – – 5 1.9
Tyr – – 2 0.8
PB – – 29 10.9
Sugar-edge (1) Ser – – 1 0.4
Guanine (82) Watson–Crick (64) Asn – – 1 1.2
Gln – – 2 2.4
Asp 28 34.1 2 2.4
Glu 2 2.4 7 8.5
Ser – – 14 17.1
PB 6 7.3 2 2.4
Hoogsteen (17) Asn – – 14 17.1
Arg 2 2.4 – –
Thr – – 1 1.2
Sugar-edge (1) PB – – 1 1.2
Uracil (47) Watson–Crick (38) Asn 2 4.3 – –
Gln 1 2.1 – –
Asp – – 7 14.9
Ser 1 (1 Ser/PB) 2.1 (2.1) 1 2.1
Thr 2 (2 Thr/PB) 4.3 (4.3) – –
Tyr – – 1 2.1
PB 22 46.8 1 2.1
Hoogsteen (4) Asn – – 1 2.1
Arg – – 2 4.3
His – – 1 2.1
Sugar-edge (5) Asn 3 6.9 – –
Arg – – 1 2.1
His – – 1 2.1
Thymine (24) Watson–Crick (17) Asn 2 8.3 2 8.3
Gln 4 16.7 1 4.2
Asp – – 1 4.2
Glu – – 1 4.2
Lys – – 1 4.2
PB 4 16.7 1 4.2
Hoogsteen (7) Arg – – 5 20.8
Trp – – 1 4.2
PB – – 1 4.2
Sugar-edge (0) – – – – –
Cytosine (24) Watson–Crick (18) Asn 1 (1WM) 4.2 (4.2) – –
Arg 3 12.5 – –
Ser – – 3 12.5
Thr 1 (1 Thr/PB) 4.2 (4.2) – –
PB 6 (1 WM) 25.0 (4.2) 4 16.7
Hoogsteen (6) Asp – – 1 4.2
PB – – 5 20.8
Sugar-edge (0) – – – – –
The water-mediated pseudo pair is designated as WM. The pseudo pair using both side- and main-chains is designated as Xxx/PB (Xxx=three-letter
code of amino acid).
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is named by the interaction edge of the base, where bases
and amino acid side-chains are respectively notated by
one-letter and three-letter codes and the peptide backbone
is abbreviated to PB (e.g. Hoogsteen G-Asp, Watson–
Crick A-PB). When an amino acid residue uses both its
side- and main-chain for pseudo pairing, the residue is
designated as Xxx/PB (e.g. Watson–Crick A-Asp/PB).
Amino acid residues participating in pseudo pairs
Among the twenty usual amino acids, two polar un-
charged ones (Asn, Gln), two acidic ones (Asp, Glu) and
a basic one (Arg) possess planar structures with hydrogen-
bonding donor and/or acceptor atoms resembling those
present in the nucleotide bases. Therefore, they are able
to orient in a coplanar fashion and to form pseudo pairs
with nucleotide bases through two hydrogen bonds. Other
amino acid side-chains can make single and bifurcated
hydrogen bonds to nucleotide bases. The peptide backbone
also has hydrogen-bonding donor (N–H) and acceptor
(C=O) groups and is able to form pseudo pairs and
hydrogen bonds. In addition, an acidic (Asp) and two
polar uncharged amino acids (Ser, Thr) can make pseudo
pairs by using their both side-chain and peptide backbone.
DISCUSSION
Watson–Crick pseudo pairs with amino acid side-chains
As expected, the Watson–Crick pseudo pair is the most
frequently observed family in nucleotide–protein inter-
actions. Among a total of 17 pseudo pairs, three water-
mediated pseudo pairs are observed in this study
(Figure 1).
Adenine forms the Watson–Crick pseudo pairs with
Asn, Gln, Asp and Glu. In the Watson–Crick pseudo
pairs A-Asn and A-Gln, N1(A)...H–N(Asn/Gln) and
N6–H(A)...O(Asn/Gln) hydrogen bonds are formed. A
similar geometry is found in the Watson–Crick A-Asp and
A-Glu pseudo pairs, where the N1 atom of adenine or
the COO
  group of Asp/Glu has to be protonated [the
pKa values of N1 in Adenine, COO
  in Asp and Glu are
about 4.0, 3.9 and 4.3, respectively (32,33)]. If Asp and
Glu have the resonance-stabilized COO
  group,
N1
+–H(A)...O(Asp/Glu) and N6–H(A)...O(Asp/Glu)
hydrogen bonds are formed. If these residues have the
protonated COOH group, N1(A)...H–O(Asp/Glu) and
N6–H(A)...O(Asp/Glu) are formed. It is quite probable
that the proton is shared between the two groups. For Asn
and Asp, water-mediated pseudo pairs with adenine
Figure 1. The Watson–Crick pseudo pairs between nucleotide bases and amino acid side-chains. Nucleotides and amino acids are colored in yellow
and green, respectively. Water molecules are shown by red spheres. Pseudo pairs classiﬁed in this study are boxed by red lines, and those observed by
Cheng et al. (26) but not in this study are boxed by blue lines. Hydrogen bonds are shown in black dashed lines. In the C-Glu pseudo pairs
observed in DNA–protein complexes (PDB-ID=1dct, 1mht, 4mht), Cytosine modiﬁed at position C5 is indicated by an asterisk.
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hydrogen bonds] are formed, respectively. These water-
mediated pairs (which do not require protonation
on either the base or the amino acid) are observed more
frequently than the direct pairs; 6 of 10 A-Asn and six
of seven A-Asp are the water-mediated pseudo pairs
(Table 2). Due to structural similarity, one may expect
that Gln and Glu can form identical water-mediated
pseudo pairs, but surprisingly such pairs are not observed
in this study. Gln and Glu have long side-chains that can
reach easily the N1 atom, which may be one of the reasons
why the water-mediated geometries are not observed with
these two amino acid residues.
Guanine is recognized by Asp and Glu through the
Watson–Crick pseudo pairs with N1–H(G)...O(Asp/
Glu) and N2–H(G)...O(Asp/Glu). The Watson–Crick
G-Asp is the major pseudo pair formed by guanine at
34.1% frequency (Table 2). This association was noted
by Treger and Westhof (23). Although Asn and Gln
can geometrically make pseudo pairs through
N1–H(G)...O(Asn/Gln) and O6(G)...H–N(Asn/Gln) as
proposed by Cheng et al. (26), these pairs were not
observed either by them or by us.
Both uracil and thymine pair with Asn and Gln in two
different geometries at their Watson–Crick edges. In both
pseudo-pair geometries, the O atom of CONH2 makes a
hydrogen bond with N3–H. On the other hand, the amino
group NH2 can interact either with O2 or O4. However, no
U-Gln pseudo pair with O2(U)...H–N(Gln) and N3–
H(U)...O(Gln) hydrogen bonds was found in our data
set of nucleotide–protein complexes.
Since cytosine has a nitrogen and an amino group at
Positions 3 and 4, respectively, it may be possible to form
the Watson–Crick pseudo pairs with Asn and Gln through
N3(C)...H–N(Asn/Gln) and N4–H(C)...O(Asn/Gln).
When the N3 of cytosine [pKa is about 4.2 (32)] or
COO
  of Asp/Glu is protonated, the Watson–Crick
C-Asp and C-Glu pseudo pairs either with N3–H(C)...
O(Asp/Glu) or N3(C)...H–O(Asp/Glu) and N4–
H(C)...O(Asp/Glu) may be possible. The C-Glu pseudo
pairs (cytosine is modiﬁed at position C5 in PDB-
ID=1dct, 1mht, 4mht) were observed in DNA–protein
complexes (26). However, only a water-mediated C-Asn
with N3(C)...W...H–N(Asn) and N4–H(C)...O(Asn)
hydrogen bonds is observed in this study. Cytosine is the
only base observed forming the Watson–Crick base pair
with Arg. The C-Arg pseudo pair has O2(C)...H–N(Arg)
and N3(C)...H–N(Arg) hydrogen bonds. Since Arg has
three donor N atoms (two NH2 and one NH) at its side-
chain, four different geometries are possible in principle.
Watson–Crick pseudo pairs with the peptide backbone
Since the peptide backbone has both the hydrogen-
bonding donor (N–H) and acceptor (C=O) groups, it
can form the Watson–Crick pseudo pairs with the nucleo-
tide bases (Figure 2). All pseudo pairs except A-PB and
A-Asp/PB shown in Figure 2 are now classiﬁed in this
study.
In the Watson–Crick A-PB pseudo pairs, N1 and N6–H
of adenine make hydrogen bonds with N–H and C=O of
the peptide backbone, respectively. The A-PB pseudo pair
is well known as the adenine binding motif identiﬁed by
Kobayashi and Go (34) and classiﬁed by Denessiouk et al.
(35–37). Many proteins with different folds and functions
share the common interaction motif for adenine recogni-
tion (Figure 5). The A-PB pseudo pair is thus observed
most frequently (40.6% frequency) in ATP, ADP and
AMP binding proteins (Table 2). A similar pairing
geometry is found in a C-PB pseudo pair where
N3(C)...H–N(PB) and N4–H(C)...O(PB) hydrogen
bonds are observed. Cytosine can form other types of
pseudo pairs with the peptide backbone, where direct
and/or water-mediated hydrogen bonds are observed
between O2(C) and H–N(PB) and between N4–H(C) and
O(PB). In the G-PB pseudo pairs, the donor (N1–H and
N2–H) and acceptor (O6) groups of guanine are
recognized by the acceptor (C=O) and donor (N–H)
groups of the peptide backbone, respectively. In both
U-PB and T-PB pseudo pairs, the acceptor (O2 and O4)
and donor (N3–H) groups in bases make hydrogen bonds
with the donor (N–H) and acceptor (C=O) groups in the
peptide backbone, respectively. The U-PB pseudo pair is
the major interaction for uracil recognition with a 46.8%
frequency (Table 2).
An acidic (Asp) and two polar uncharged amino acids
(Ser, Thr) can make Watson–Crick pseudo pairs by using
both the side-chain and peptide backbone atoms.
Side-chains of these three amino acid residues are short,
which may be the main reason why such pseudo pairings
can occur. In the present study, the Watson–Crick A-Asp/
PB, A-Ser/PB, U-Asp/PB, U-Ser/PB, U-Thr/PB and
C-Thr/PB pseudo pairs are observed. The A-Asp/PB
pseudo pairs were previously observed by Denessiouk
et al. (37). In principle, such pseudo pairings are geomet-
rically possible between any of the ﬁve bases and those
three amino acid residues.
Hoogsteen pseudo pairs
For the Hoogsteen pseudo pair, a total of ﬁve geometries
are observed with two of them water-mediated pseudo
pairs (Figure 3). Three pyrimidine bases, uracil, thymine
and cytosine, are not observed to form the Hoogsteen
pseudo pair.
Adenine forms the Hoogsteen pseudo pairs with Asn
and Gln through N6–H(A)...O(Asn/Gln) and N7(A)...
H–N(Asn/Gln) hydrogen bonds. These two pairs are the
most frequent Hoogsteen pseudo pairs taken by adenine
(Table 2). In addition, two water-mediated Hoogsteen
pseudo pairs, A-Asp and A-Glu, are observed in this
study. A water molecule bridges between N7(A) and
O(Asp/Glu) in these pseudo pairs.
Guanine makes the Hoogsteen pseudo pair only with
Arg. Two hydrogen bonds, O6(G)...H–N(Arg) and
N7(G)...H–N(Arg), exist in this pseudo pair. As men-
tioned above, Arg has three donor N atoms and is
possible to form four different pseudo-pair geometries.
Although the pseudo pair is frequently observed in
DNA–protein complexes (26), only two examples (2.4%
frequency) are observed in our nucleotide–protein data set
(Table 2).
8632 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 19Figure 2. The Watson–Crick pseudo pairs between nucleotide bases and the peptide backbone.
Figure 3. The Hoogsteen pseudo pairs between nucleotide bases and amino acid side-chains. Pseudo pairs classiﬁed in this study are boxed with red
lines.
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criminatory element for the recognition of nucleotide
bases by protein side chains, since the edge of adenine
can make pseudo pairs with Asn, Gln, Asp and Glu,
while that of guanine pairs only with Arg, and that of
pyrimidine bases cannot make pseudo pairs with any of
these ﬁve amino acid residues.
Sugar-edge pseudo pairs
The Sugar edge is rarely recognized by amino acid residues
through two hydrogen bonds (Figure 4 and Table 2).
Obviously, the Watson–Crick and Hoogsteen edges have
more discriminatory power and are more efﬁciently
recognized by amino acid residues of proteins.
Among the ﬁve nucleotide bases observed to form
pseudo pairs, only guanine has two atoms at its Sugar
edge that function as hydrogen-bonding donor and
acceptor groups. Therefore, two polar uncharged amino
acids, Asn and Gln, are able to form the Sugar-edge
pseudo pairs through N2–H(G)...O(Asn/Gln) and
N3(G)...H–N(Asn/Gln) hydrogen bonds as observed by
Cheng et al. (26). However, these two pseudo pairs are
not observed in the present analysis of nucleotide–
protein complexes.
Interestingly, a Sugar-edge pseudo pair, in which the
O2’ atom in ribose is used for hydrogen bonding, is
observed between U and Asn. This type of pseudo
pairing can occur for any RNA bases when the ribose
ring has a C2
0-exo/C3
0-endo pucker conformation.
Single and bifurcated hydrogen bonds
The single and bifurcated hydrogen bonds observed in this
study are shown and listed in Supplementary Figures S1,
S2 and Table 2. The Watson–Crick side of nucleotide base
is the major interaction edge participating in single and
bifurcated hydrogen bonds as observed for pseudo pairs,
since the edge is basically not occupied by any base
pairings in nucleotide–protein complexes. On the other
hand, the Sugar edge is the minor interaction edge.
Four polar uncharged (Asn, Gln, Ser, Thr), two acidic
(Asp, Glu), three basic (Arg, His, Lys) and two hydropho-
bic (Trp, Tyr) amino acid residues form hydrogen
bonds with nucleotide bases. Three hydrogen bonds, the
Hoogsteen A-Glu, the Watson–Crick G-Ser and the
Hoogsteen G-Asn, are frequently observed in our data
set of nucleotide–protein complexes (Table 2).
Multiple interactions make a speciﬁc recognition motif
As mentioned above, the adenine binding motif is a
common interaction scaffold shared in many ATP, ADP
and AMP binding proteins with different folds and func-
tions. In the motif, the Watson–Crick A-PB pseudo pair is
the main interaction contributing to the speciﬁcity. But
adenine is recognized not only through the Watson–
Crick edge, but also through the Hoogsteen and Sugar
edges (37). An example of the adenine binding motif
composed of multiple interactions is shown in Figure 5,
where a Hoogsteen A-Asn pseudo pair is observed (38).
A common structural core for GTP/GDP binding exists
in G-proteins, and this core includes consensus sequence
elements involved in binding of the nucleotide (39). The
core of the GTP binding motif consists of ﬁve a-helices
and a six-stranded b-sheet, in which ﬁve b-strands align in
parallel and one in antiparallel. The guanine binding motif
is located in a hydrophobic pocket on the surface of the
core domain. The guanine base is recognized by multiple
interactions containing a Watson–Crick G-Asp pseudo
pair, Watson–Crick G-Ser and Hoogsteen G-Asn
Figure 4. The Sugar-edge pseudo pairs between nucleotide bases and amino acid side-chains. Pseudo pairs classiﬁed in this study are boxed with red
lines and those observed by Cheng et al. (26) but not in this study are boxed with blue lines.
8634 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 19hydrogen bonds, as an example shown in Figure 5 (40).
The former pseudo pair apparently contributes to the spe-
ciﬁcity, which is conﬁrmed by a single point mutation
from Asp to Asn that altered the base speciﬁcity from
GTP to xanthosine triphosphate (41). The latter two
hydrogen bonds may have a role for increasing the
binding afﬁnity. These three interactions are thus fre-
quently observed in G-proteins at 34.1, 17.1 and 17.1%
frequencies, respectively (Table 2).
Such multiple interactions provide both speciﬁcity and
afﬁnity for ligand recognition. They are observed also in
RNA–ligand complexes such as natural riboswitches and
synthetic aptamers (30). For example, in the purine
riboswitches that regulate translation in response to
adenine, guanine, hypoxanthine or 20-deoxyguanosine,
four RNA bases surround all three interaction edges of
the purine ligand, encapsulating it completely (42–44).
Two of the four bases (residues 74 and 51) are necessary
to achieve the high selectivity and two others (residues 22
and 47) contribute to the afﬁnity (45,46). Recently, Dixon
et al. (47) have successfully developed riboswitches that
are selective for synthetic small molecules and no longer
respond to the natural intercellular ligands by mutating
some of these four bases of the purine riboswitch. It is
clear from these observations that speciﬁcity and afﬁnity
between nucleotides and protein molecules can also be
controlled by mutating amino acid residues participating
in multiple interactions.
CONCLUSIONS
A total of 446 crystal structures of nucleotide–protein
complexes provide 18 types of direct pseudo pairs and
ﬁve types of water-mediated pseudo pairs between nucleo-
tide bases and amino acid side-chains. Compared with the
previously observed pseudo pairs in DNA/RNA–protein
complexes (26), eight direct and ﬁve water-mediated new
types of pseudo pairs are clustered in our data set of nu-
cleotide–protein complexes. In addition, several pseudo
pairs between bases and the peptide backbone are
observed in this study.
As expected, pseudo pairs involving the Watson–Crick
edge are frequently observed in nucleotide–protein
complexes (in which any nucleotide edge is free from
any base pairing). This suggests that the formation of
the Watson–Crick pseudo pairs is key for nucleotide se-
lectivity and probably leads to the most stable pseudo
pairs. From the frequency of pseudo pairs shown in
Table 2, it is clear that the favored pairing partner of
adenine and guanine are the peptide backbone and Asp,
respectively. The Hoogsteen edge of adenine forms pseudo
pairs with Asn, Gln, Asp and Glu. However, the
Hoogsteen edge of guanine pairs only with Arg and that
of pyrimidine bases was not observed to form any pseudo
pair. This suggests that the Hoogsteen edge can discrim-
inate between amino acid side-chains. However, the Sugar
edge rarely participates in recognition of amino acid
residues. The preference for the Watson–Crick edge
compared to the other two edges was already noticed in
an analysis of the pseudo-pairs formed between RNA
molecules and small molecular ligands (30). However, in
the present analysis, the Hoogsteen edge presents a dis-
criminatory power that was not observed for small ligand
binding to RNAs. The next step will consist in analyzing
complexes formed between proteins and large RNA frag-
ments or molecules.
In this study, matrices of pseudo pairs and hydrogen
bonds between nucleotide bases and amino acids are
updated. Although our data set is limited to
high-resolution crystal structures of nucleotide–protein
complexes, some preferences between pseudo pairs and
hydrogen bonds in such complexes are revealed by the
frequency data. Conclusions based on frequencies should
be mitigated by the limited size of the data set (in part
dictated by biology itself since, for example, adenine nu-
cleotides are ubiquitously used in biochemical processes).
It is still striking to observe the infrequent use of the Sugar
edge, which is so typical of RNA (use of the hydroxyl O2
0)
and so prevalent in RNA–RNA interactions (A-minor
contacts) (29). Another remark concerns the use of a
water molecule to mediate a contact between two
acceptor atoms instead of base or side chain protonation
(or proton sharing between them) (Figure 1). Interestingly,
only water-mediated contacts are observed between the
acidic groups of Asp and Glu and the Hoogsteen edge
of adenine. The pKa of N7(A) is below 2 and, thus,
because of the large difference with that of the acidic
group, would not lead to a proton sharing as is the case
Figure 5. The adenine binding [left; PDB-ID=1DAD (38)] and guanine binding [right; PDB-ID=1G7S (40)] motifs composed of multiple inter-
actions. Hydrogen bonds are shown in black dashed lines.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 19 8635with N1(A) or N3(C). In any case, the data may be useful
not only for understanding of the nucleosides, nucleotides
and nucleic acids recognitions by proteins, but also for
structure-based peptide/protein engineering and drug
design.
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